INTRODUCTION TO FAMILY HISTORY
Excerpts from Monnet Family Genealogy by Orra Eugene Monnet 1911, and
other books of early vintage have given us an invaluable study of our family history. His
Monnett Family Genealogy was the first compilation in America concerning this family,
even though it is one of the oldest families in France where records abound with pedigrees
well compiled.
Mr. Monnett mentioned having researched two of the oldest books in France,
Maison De Monet de la Marck 1632, a branch of which the American Protestant family
belongs and Genealogy of the Seigneurs De Monnet, 1100.

The most ancient records of the family in France disclose it there as early as A.D.
1130, since we find mention of "Hugo de Moneia, a habitator parochiae de Crotella"
(Crotelles haute Vienne). Again there appears a Carolus de Moneia A.D. 1321 and in the
Archives of Haute Vienne between 1363 and 1441, are to be found many evidences of the
name, including Pierre Monnet. In 1521 a Jehan (John) Monnet was living at the Place de
Beugon. Authorities state that the Monnet family of ancient poictou had its origin in the
Maison de Monet de la Marck which in turn had its origin as the Seigneurs and Barons of
the Province of Beam (France).
(

In 1572, it was represented by Pierre Monnet, who being a partisan of the King of
Navarre, was massacred in Paris the day of S1. Bartholomew (August 24, 1572).
The ancient de Moneia family traces the origin of its name into very antiquity, for
it is in the civilization of old Rome itself that we find its primal derivation. On the
Capitoline Hill that ancient city stood a temple to the Goddess Juno called the Temple
Moneta since this was a surname of Juno by which she was characterized as the
protectoress of money. In this temple was located also the mint, and thus the word
"moneta" grew to be associated with thrift, prosperity, and the making of money. The
generally accepted explanation is that Moneta suggests a guardianship of the monetary
affairs and owes its origin to the Latin. Secondarily the family name Monet takes its origin
from the French, since in France the Latin word "Moneta" became "Monet" and
"Monnet".
The origin of the American Family was in ancient Poictou the vicinity of Fontenay-IeComte, Niort, in the modern province of La Vendee, Southwestern, France. The
Huguenot Society of London records and publications are very replete with items and
statistics concerning the name and genealogy emigrating from Poictou to London.
As far as can now be determined, by the most exacting and conscientious research,
the Monnet Family first appeared in the records or settled on Staten Island, Richmond
County, N.Y. Henry deMoney, called Demoney in 1742, (N.Y. Archives Vol XXX, p.
545) died as De Money in Elizabeth, New Jersey, 1755, calling his children in his will
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Demoney (N.Y. Archives XXXII, p. 91), yet he started with the others on Staten Island as
plain Money, i.e. Monet, or Monnet.
Concurrently with these who settled on Staten Island, Henri De Money, the latter
name being used interchangeably with Monet or Monnet, appeared in the Staten Island
Census of 1706. Likewise the name became "Monee and Manee" on Staten Island. No
better illustration of the corrupted phonetics made possible by pronunciation can be given
than the following from the Webster's New International Dictionary of the English
Language (Ed. 1918) in the supplement of Pronouncing Biographical Dictionary p. 2526
"Monet (Mone' ne') Claude, French landscape painter, 1840". The Monet i.e. Monay' was
subject to many English corruptions in spelling. The pedigree of Claude Monet is
preserved and in 1908 it was discovered by D'Hozier that there was a kinship with Monet
or Monnet ofPioctou.
From the book The Huguenot Emmigration to America, Vol. 1 by Charles Baird
we have an account of a French Settlement in Rhode Island. This settlement was in the
Narragansett Bay area in 1686. The Atherton land Company was promoting the
settlement. Conductors of the Colony was their pastor, Ezechiel Carre; a medical doctor,
Ayrault; and a Mr. Berthon. Among the names of French refugees was Pierre Le Moine.
The original name of this family was corrupted at an early day to MONEY or MAWNEY.
This Colony began improving their lands and "setting up their church." The
French found the climate and soil in the Narragansett Country, proper for vineyards, and
succeeded in producing wines as good as that they made in Bourdeaux France.
By 1691 troubles arose with the unscrupulous Athreton Company. It turned out
that the refugees were innocently occupying and improving lands to which others had a
prior claim.
Upon leaving Narragansett, the refugees became widely scattered. The largest
number sought homes in New York. Twenty-one of the names reappear in the records of
the French Church in that city. The dispersion was not total. Two French families,
LeMoine and Ayrqult remained on the site of the settlement. Moise LeMoine occupied
the form that has remained in possession of his descendents ever since, and that covers the
sight of the Huguenot village. Either their remonstrances with the government, or their
stout resistance to their tormentors at length availed them because they stayed in
Narragansett and were not dislodged.
Since the publication of my family history, A DeMoney - DeMonia Family, by
Montez DeMonia-Jones, 1981, I have acquired a copy of the Monnet Family Genealogy
by Orra Eugene Monnette, 1911.
Having my own copy, I have had time to trace my line where it connects with Mr.
Orra Eugene Monnette's account of a branch that came south, p. 983. (Reference found
in {part B}Monette Family Genealogy on page 983.)
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